
BAG CHAIR The quality of the design can best be seen in the version made 

using old army fabric we first used on the enormous upholstered beam benches. The 

bag chairs stand out because of the cool fabric. It soon became apparent that the 

fabric could not be cut on the CNC machine, which ultimately meant that this bag 

chair, made from inexpensive army fabric, was more expensive than a bag chair made 

from chic velvet. 

art nr

year

size 

material

4315 

2015

100 x 78 x 69 cm 

army fabric



LONG BAG CHAIR

art nr

year

size 

material

4317 

2016

177 x 78 x 69 cm 

army fabric





BAG POUFFE

art nr

year

size 

material

4319 

2016

70 x 80 x 30 cm 

army fabric

BAG CHAIR upholstered in velours / ECCO leather

art nr

year

size 

material

4318 velours  |  4316 ECCO leather 

2016

177 x 78 x 69 cm 

velours  |  leather





BAG CHAIR WITH FABRIC OF CHRISTIE VAN 
DER HAAK Our first collaboration with Christie goes a long way 

back. Our current collaboration is characterized by strong-mindedness 

on both ends, and trying to keep up with her is hard work. My job is to 

think of ways to display Christie’s (not to be confused with the auction 

house!) textile designs, which have an otherworldly element to them. 

The first time Christie contacted me, she asked me to design a piece of 

furniture to be upholstered in the fabric she was designing for the Textile 

Museum in Tilburg; I think it was Menno Doornbos who introduced us. 

This time, however, it was the other way around. We still had a piece of 

fabric lying around from one of the couches we upholstered for Christie. 

We were making beanbag chairs at the time, one of which was  

upholstered with a tapestry, and I thought: why not use Christie’s fabric 

for one of those beanbags? I sent her an email to see if she was OK with 

it, and she was. The beanbag turned out quite spectacular. Its design is 

relatively simple, which makes it a great medium for Christie’s rich  

fabrics. We made a beanbag, a lounge pillow and an ottoman  

upholstered in the fabric Christie designed especially for this purpose.

LONG BAG CHAIR - CHRISTIE VAN DER HAAK

art nr

year

size 

material

4315 

2017

160 x 100 x 67 cm 

Christie van der Haak fabric



BAG CHAIR - CHRISTIE VAN DER HAAK

art nr

year

size 

material

4315 

2017

100 x 80 x 67 cm 

Christie van der Haak fabric

BAG POUFFE - CHRISTIE VAN DER HAAK

art nr

year

size 

material

4315 

2017

70 x 80 x 30 cm 

Christie van der Haak fabric






